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Quasi-two-dimensional coalescence of two parallel cylindrical flux ropes and the development of
three-dimensional merged structures are observed and studied in the reconnection scaling
experimentfFurnoet al., Rev. Sci. Instrum.74, 2324s2003dg. These experiments were conducted
in a collisional regime with very strong guide magnetic fieldsBguide@Breconnectiond, which can be
adjusted independently of plasma density, current density, and temperature. During initial
coalescence, a reconnection current sheet forms between the two flux ropes, and the direction of the
current is opposite to the flux rope currents. The measured current sheet thickness is larger than the
electron skin depth but smaller than the ion skin depth. Furthermore, the thickness does not vary for
three different values of the strong external guide field. It is shown that the geometry of the observed
current sheet is consistent with the Sweet–Parker model using a parallel Spitzer resistivity. The flux
ropes eventually become kink unstable due to increasing current and fast-gated camera images show
the development of three-dimensional merged structures. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.
fDOI: 10.1063/1.1894418g

I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic fields are embedded in astrophysical, solar,
space, and laboratory plasmas. For many of these cases, the
magnetic field is organized in structures called flux tubes
and/or flux ropes.1 In this work, we define a magnetic flux
rope as a structure in which the magnetic field lines are
twisted, implying that field-aligned currents are present.
When two flux ropes are close enough, they interact. The
dynamics and relaxation of closely interacting flux ropes can
involve flows, changes in field topology, dissipation of mag-
netic energy, magnetic reconnection, and plasma heating.
Nature provides numerous examples of dynamic flux rope
interactions including the evolution of solar flares,2 dynamics
of the Earth’s magnetosphere,3,4 and possibly evolution of
astrophysical plasmas, such as galactic jets.5,6 In magneti-
cally confined laboratory plasmas for fusion research, flux
rope interactions can determine the dynamics of relaxation
processes, such as sawtooth oscillations in tokamaks,7 and
spheromak formation.8

Recently, laboratory experiments in both toroidal9–13and
linear geometry14 together with numerical simulations15–17

have highlighted the importance of three-dimensionals3Dd
effects in the dynamics of flux rope evolution.

In the reconnection scaling experiment18 sRSXd at Los

Alamos National Laboratory, we take advantage of recently
developed plasma gun technology19 to create parallel flux
ropes and to study their interaction in a linear geometry that
supports fully 3D evolution. The RSX axial guide field
sB0z=0–2 kGd can be adjusted independently of the plasma
density, temperature, and current density. This independent
scalability of the ion gyroradius thus allows parametric scans
of plasmab.

In this paper, we study the coalescence of twin flux ropes
in the limit of very large guide field. We show that a current
sheet develops between the flux ropes during the coalescence
process. The thickness of the current sheet and the maximum
current density do not depend on the guide field, and the
thickness is consistent with the Sweet–Parker model20,21 us-
ing a parallel Spitzer plasma resistivity.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Sec. II, the experimental setup and diagnostics are described.
In Sec. III, we present and discuss experimental measure-
ments during the interaction of two flux ropes in the presence
of a strong guide field. Extensions of this work are suggested
in Sec. IV and a summary follows in Sec. V.

II. EXPERIMENT AND PLASMA DESCRIPTION

A. RSX device and plasma properties

A view of the RSX device is shown in Fig. 1sad together
with a schematic of the linear geometry of two flux ropes.
The RSX has a cylindrical vacuum chamber with approxi-
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mately 4 m length and 0.2 m radius and, for the experiments
presented here, is equipped with two plasma guns19 radially
inserted from top and bottom as shown in Fig. 1. The radial
distance between plasma guns can be modified to adjust the
distance between the interacting flux ropes. Each plasma gun
contains a miniaturized plasma source, Fig. 1sbd, with a cir-
cular 0.79 cm2 nozzle aperture in which a hydrogen plasma
is produced by an arc discharge between a molybdenum an-
ode and cathode. The arc plasma is maintained for<10 ms
by a pulse forming network which is energized by a capaci-
tor bank charged up toVarc,1 kV. The arc currentIarc rap-
idly increases and reaches a maximum value of about 1 kA
just before the external anode is biased. The pulse length is
limited only by the gas inventory inside the gun volume and
the pulse forming network. The plasma emitted from the
plasma guns is immersed in a constant, uniform, axialsin the
z directiond background magnetic fieldB0z, which can be as
large as 2 kG.

A flux rope is created in the gun plasma by driving a
current between the gun anode and an external anode as
schematically shown in Fig. 1sbd. The external anode is a
1000 cm2 SS304 plate which is electrically insulated from
the vacuum vessel. Its axial location along the RSX vessel
determines the length of the flux ropes. A fractionsIbiasd of
the arc current is diverted from each gun, where the electron
current direction is towards the external anode. The bias dis-
charge is initiated approximately 1 ms after the beginning of
the arc discharge, corresponding to the maximum ofIarc.
Driven plasma current steadily increases after the bias is
switched on as shown in Fig. 1scd. The applied bias voltage
and the inductance of the total circuitsincluding the plasmad
determine the slope of the applied current rampftypically
dIbias/dt<s10–20d3106 A/sg.

For the gun generated flux ropes and reconnection re-
gions in between them, typical density isne<s0.4–5d
31013 cm−3, electron temperature iskBTe,7 eV early in
time for t,15 ms and kBTe,12 eV later in time for t
.15 ms sthe Boltzman constantkB will be suppressed here-
afterd. The reconnection region scale size isD<2 cm,
Spitzer parallel resistivityhi <30–150mV m. The reconnec-
tion magnetic fields are on the order ofB1x<2–10 G, the
derived Alfvén speeds are approximatelyvA<s1–6d
3105 cm/s. The Lundquist number defined asS
=DvA/ s2hi /m0d is in the rangeS<0.5–10. The plasma
downstream of the gun is typically 30%–80% ionized, while
ionization is nearly complete near the gun nozzle. Electron-
neutral collision rates are far less than electron-ion collision
rates and thus are neglected in this work.18

B. Diagnostics

This experimental plasma has low enough temperature
sTe,20 eVd and short enough pulse lengths,10 msd to en-
able in situ measurements using internal probes. Provided
that the plasma dynamics are reproducible, fine spatial reso-
lution in thex-y plane is achieved by moving internal probes
between RSX discharges. Probe data from different axial
ports allows assembly of 3D measurements at variousz lo-
cations.

Magnetic field structures are measured using miniatur-
ized, two-dimensional magnetic probe arrays with ten pickup
coils seach with a total equivalent area turns of 3310−4 m2d
equispaced by 2.5 mm. Two adjacent coils measure magnetic
fields in orthogonal directions in space. Measurements in the
third spatial direction can be obtained by rotating the probe.
The signals are digitized at 20 MHz. Electron densityne,
temperatureTe, and pressurepe=neTe are simultaneously
measured using a movable triple electrostatic probe with a 1
mm tip separation.

Visible light smostly Ha at 656.3 nmd emitted from the
plasma is monitored with a Cooke DiCam Pro intensified
charge-coupled device camera.22,23The viewing geometry of
the camera is schematically shown in Fig. 8 below. The cam-
era provides two 12-bit images per shot, each with 1280
31024 pixel resolution. In the present setup, Alfvén times
tA=D /vA<0.7–1ms are estimated to be long compared to
gate times of 40–200 ns, so the images should accurately
resolve the plasma dynamics.22

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we show the first laboratory measure-
ments of flux rope coalescence in a linear geometry and in
the presence of a strong axial guide field. We discovered that
RSX discharges are highly reproducible during the first
15 ms after the drive has started. Magnetic data and particle
pressure contours are shown in Sec. III A that lead to the
conclusion that magnetic reconnection occurs between the
flux ropes. The characterization of Sweet–Parker-like20,21,24

FIG. 1. RSX experimental configuration.sad Side view of RSX withs1d
plasma guns,s2d vacuum vessel,s3d external anode,s4d external magnet
coils, schematic of two flux ropes with their magnetic fields, and the coor-
dinate system. Each flux rope current flows in the positivez direction. sbd
Expanded view of the miniaturized plasma injector with main circuit ele-
mentssnot to scaled. scd Time history of gun bias currents during the forma-
tion of two flux ropes.
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current sheet in this region is explored in Sec. III B. For later
times, the magnetic dynamics of flux rope coalescence are
less reproducible from shot-to-shot and in Sec. III C multiple
fast images of plasma light are used to gain insight into the
development of helical structures and 3D dynamics. For
these experiments the gun parameters wereVarc=510 V,
Iarc=0.8 kA, Pgas=20 psi. Unless otherwise specified, the
background magnetic field wasB0z=200 G. The two guns
are spaced approximately 5.5 cm apart along a diameter at
z=0 and the external anode is located atz= +0.9 m.

A. Coalescence of flux ropes

In this section, we show evidence that magnetic recon-
nection occurs in coalescing region between the two flux
ropes, while they are attracted to each other byJ3B forces.
This is a strong drive that we believe compresses the plasma
in between the current channels as well as the embedded
magnetic flux.

In Fig. 2sad, the time evolution of the bias currents for
both guns is shown during the first 13ms of the experiment.
The flux rope formation is initiated att=0 when the arc
anode is biased toVbias= +200 V with respect to the external
anode. Figure 3 shows the projection of the magnetic field in
the in thex-y planessee Fig. 1d, B'=Bxex+Byey. These data
are assembled over 40 RSX discharges with a 5 mmspatial
resolution. The four frames correspond to four different
times spaced by 3ms during the current ramp up. Color con-
tours indicate axial current densityJz, and green continuous
lines denote constant vector potentialAz corresponding to
magnetic field linessB'= = 3Azd. Current density and vec-
tor potential are computed, respectively, fromm0Jzez= =
3B' and¹2Az=m0Jz.

The axial current flows in each flux rope is in the posi-
tive z directionsfrom the external anode to the gunsd and the
magnetic fields in between them are antiparallel. Both flux
ropes have the same helicityscohelicityd, sinceB0z has the
same sense relative toJz for each flux rope. The twist of each

flux rope steadily increases in time, but the external kink
mode threshold for stability is not exceeded for this early
phase.25

Early in time, the magnetic fieldB' acquires anX-point
topology near the geometric center of the two flux ropes, as
shown in Fig. 3. The separatrix occurs at right angles, satis-
fying approximately=3B'=0 and no current at theX-point
is driven.

Later in time, mutually attractiveJ3B forces decrease
the separation distance as shown in Fig. 2scd, where dsep

denotes the distance between positions of maximumJz in
each flux rope. The closing velocity is a fraction of the
Alfvén speed defined usingB'. As the two flux ropes ap-
proach each other, the magnetic flux is compressed, the field
lines flatten near the neutral region and a reversed current is
induced in the negativez direction. Figures 3sbd–3sdd show a
local sheet structure of widthD which evolves fromD
<1.7 cm att=5.5 ms to D<2 cm att=13 ms. Here, we de-
fine D as the distance between locations along the line per-
pendicular to the center-to-center line whereJz=1/4Jsh,
where Jsh is the minimum current density in the current
sheet. At these locations, magnetic field lines are approxi-
mately parallel to the center-to-center line. The time evolu-
tion of Jz along the center-to-center line is shown in Fig. 4.Jz

peaks in each flux rope, and the reversed current sheet has a

FIG. 2. Time history of plasma parameters during the interaction of two flux
ropes.sad Bias current driven at each gunstop gun, dashed line; bottom gun,
solid lined. sbd Distance between flux rope centersdsep. scd Peak current
density driven in the current sheet.sdd Thickness of the current sheetd.

FIG. 3. sColor onlined Structures of the transverse magnetic fieldB'sx,yd
during the interaction of twin flux ropes at the different times during the
current ramp up. Magnetic field lines corresponding to lines of constant
vector potentialAz are also shown as continuous lines.
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width d we define as the distance betweenJz=0 locations
along the center-to-center line. The time histories of the peak
Jsh in the current sheet andd are shown respectively in Figs.
2scd and 2sdd. The current sheet compresses in time to a
thicknessd= ,0.8 cm which corresponds to a value between
the electron skin depthc/vpe<2 mm and the ion skin depth
c/vpe<4 cm. This value ofd represents an upper limit,
since the measured width is broadened by the spatial resolu-
tion of the magnetic probes5 mmd array and also by averag-
ing over fluctuations from shot to shot.

The plasma electron pressure contours also show the
movements of the current channels, and are consistent with
vector potential and current density data shown in Fig. 3.
Figure 5 shows electron pressurepe=neTe contours in the
x-y plane atz=0.5 m from thez=0 plane of the two guns.
Both for early times as the flux ropes form, and later in time
as the merging and reconnection takes place. The flux rope
profiles indicate a center electron temperature ofTe0<7 eV
and center electron density ofne0<2.531013 cm−3. The
shape has a full width half maximum of<3 cm. In the cur-
rent sheet, the profiles indicate a peak electron temperature
of Te,sh<2−4 eV and density ofne,sh<s0.5–3d31013 cm−3.

B. Current sheet characteristics

This section shows the first experimental evidence of a
Sweet–Parker reconnection layer in the presence of a strong
guide field.

We take advantage of one RSX experimental capability
to continuously adjust the axial guide fieldsB0z=0–2 kGd
independently of the plasma density, temperature, and cur-
rent density. To test the effect of the background guide field
on the current layer geometry and coalescence dynamics,B0z

was varied by a factor of 4, while the other conditions were
kept constant, includingdIbias/dt, gun current, and density.

Figure 6 shows some results from this set of experi-
ments. The current sheet widthd and the peak current den-
sity in the center of the current sheet are shown for the three
different values of axial magnetic fieldsB0z=100, 200, 400
Gd. This corresponds to a ratio of guide field to reconnection
field Brec of approximatelyB0z/Brec<10–40, whereBrec is
the magnetic field at the edge of the current sheet evaluated
as the component ofB' perpendicular to the center-to-center
line. In the three cases, as a result of magnetic flux annihila-
tion, a current sheet forms with a width smaller than the ion
skin depthc/vpi, which for this set of experiments is<4 cm.
Figures 6sad and 6sbd are consistent with each other in this
picture. Neither the current sheet width nor the flux rope
speed of approach seem to depend onB0z.

The two-dimensional Sweet–Parker reconnection
model20,21 can be easily derived from the plasma continuity
equation, the equation of motion, and the induction equation
which can be, respectively, written as

]n

]t
+ = · snVd = 0, s1d

rS ]

]t
+ V · = DV = − = p + J 3 B, s2d

FIG. 4. Axial current densityJz at z=50 cm evaluated along the line that
connects the centers of the two flux ropes. Different timesssame as in Fig.
3d are shown during the current ramp up. Positive current is driven in each
flux rope, which induces a negative current sheet during the coalescence
process. We define the thickness of the current sheetd as the distance be-
tween points whereJz=0, e.g., pointsA andB in frame sdd.

FIG. 5. sColor onlined Contours of electron pressure at four times that
encompass the creation and merging of two flux ropes. Data were obtained
by a movable triple electrostatic probes100 RSX dischargesd in the x-y
plane perpendicular to the axis of the device 0.5 m from the two plasma
guns, backgroundB0z=200 G.
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]B

]t
= = 3 sV 3 Bd +

h

m0
=2B, s3d

where V is the magnetohydrodynamics flow velocity,n is
plasma density, andr is the mass density.

In our set of experiments, the following assumptions
hold: plasma incompressibilitys]n/]t.0d, steady state
plasma flows]V /]t.0d, uniform pressure outside the cur-
rent sheet. Negligible quantities arerVy

2/2 in the inflow re-
gion,Bx

2/2m0 in the outflow region, and tension forces. Equa-
tions s1d and s2d can be easily reduced tovout=VA, where
VA;B/Îm0r is the Alfvén speed, andvin=voutd /D ssee inset
in Fig. 7d. The current sheet aspect ratiod /D can be esti-
mated from Eq.s3d using the previous results. Compared
with the original Sweet–Parker model, the assumption
]B /]t=0 is not strictly satisfied in our experiment. Retaining
this term in Eq.s3d leads to the following expression:

d

D
=

1
ÎS
Î1 +

tA

tB

d

2D
S, s4d

where tA;d /VA, tB;fs]Bx/]td /Bxg−1, and the Lundquist
numberS is evaluated using the parallel Spitzer resistivity
since the current is mainly parallel the background field
Bx0@B'. In the casetB.0, this equation leads to an in-
crease of the current sheet aspect ratio with respect to the
Sweet–Parker scalingsd /D<S−1/2d.

In Fig. 7, we compare predictions from Eq.s4d with the
experimental aspect ratiod /D measured during the phase
8 ms, t,13 ms in which the current sheet is clearly formed.
The gray box indicates our estimated experimental error in
determining the current sheet aspect ratio. The squares show
the Sweet–Parker predictiond /D=S−1/2 using the experimen-
tal value ofS. The Lundquist numberS,10 puts these data
in a collisional regime. The circles show values ofd /D from

Eq. s4d retaining the contribution fromtB whereBx is evalu-
ated at the edge of the current sheet. During this phase, the
physics appears to be primarily 2D, and scales like a Sweet–
Parker current sheet.

It is interesting to note that for this narrow current sheet,
the electron drift velocity for a Maxwellian distribution with
Te<3–4 eV would need to beVdrift /ve<0.1, which appears
to exceed the estimated ion acoustic speed for hydrogen ions
although the effect of current driven microinstabilities may
be small in this collisional regime.

We remark that in a more collisionless regimes and
plasmab<1, previous experiments have shown that the cur-
rent sheet width is determined by the ion gyroradius.10,26 In
collisionless regimes and lowb plasmas, this dependence
has not been observed.27

C. Kink dynamics and 3D flux rope merging

In this section, we show evidence for the coalescence of
flux ropes during a fully 3D process in which the coales-
cence dynamics coexists with the kink mode dynamics. Late
in time, the flux rope dynamics become less reproducible
from shot to shot, so that single shot data acquisition be-
comes a more useful way to diagnose the plasma behavior.
Here we use images of visible light emission, such as in Fig.
8, which shows a time sequence of false color imagess40–
200 ns gate timed of two flux ropes. The viewing perspective
is end-on through a window at the chamber end, so that the
plasma guns appear silhouetted in the foreground in Fig.
8sad. In Fig. 8sad, straight flux ropes are visible. A detailed
study of the early phasest,15 msd has been reported in Ref.
22 showing that the dynamics extracted from visible light
images is in excellent agreement with measurements from in
situ diagnostics.

Later, asIbias continues to increase, each rope begins to
twist into a helical structure, Fig. 8sbd. The time value does
not represent the onset of this particular mode, but rather a
period where such distinct structure is clearly visible. The

FIG. 6. Current sheet width and current density at different values of axial
magnetic field, evaluated at the time of peak layer compressiont<13 ms.
sad Current sheet thicknessscircles, left-hand axisd together with the esti-
mated ion gyroradiusssquares, right-hand axisd. sbd Reversed peak current
density in the center of the current sheet.

FIG. 7. Comparison of experimental aspect ratiod /D with predictions from
Eq. s4d including scirclesd and neglectingssquaresd the contribution fromtB.
The casetB→` in Eq. s4d corresponds to the original Sweet-Parker model.
The gray box indicates our estimated experimental error in determining the
current sheet aspect ratio. The inset shows the Sweet-Parker geometry.
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dominant azimuthal mode number of the helix ism=1 as
determined from an external array of four equally spaced
azimuthal magnetic coils. Preliminary magnetic measure-
ments on a single flux rope suggest that the onset of the
mode is consistent with the Kruskal–Shafranov25 limit for
the external kink 2paB0z/ fLB'sr =adg=1, whereL is the
length of the flux rope anda is the radius where the self-
generated azimuthal magnetic fieldB' is maximum.

As a consistency check, we note that the onset of helical
structures corresponds to an increase in the overall induc-
tance of the plasma/switching circuit. This should be gener-
ally true for flux F conserving motions in magnetic circuits
with dissipated inductive energyW= 1

2LI2=F2/2L.28 Figure
8scd, shows that att=43 ms the two flux ropes remain dis-
tinct near the plasma guns but have merged into one single
flux rope further down the axis of the RSX device. Density
and temperature measurements at two different axial loca-
tions snot shown hered suggest that the coalescence process
starts at the external anode and proceeds towards the gun like
a zippereffect.

A quantitative analysis of the complex 3D physics of the
coalescence process will require single-shot 3D diagnostics
which are presently under construction, and will be the sub-
ject of future investigations.

IV. FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Presently, we are investigating the production of higher
Lundquist number plasmas to access collisionless regimes.
The Lundquist number depends strongly on the electron tem-
peraturesS~Te

3/2d. A shorter column allows a longer kink
stable time period and higher electron temperature. Radio
frequencysrfd heating can also greatly increase the electron
temperature. Figure 9 shows preliminary results from an ex-
periment in which the flux rope goes through the aperture in
a rf antenna. The electron temperature can be increased
manyfold. For L mode scaling,29 which balances auxiliary
heating with loss flows, the increase ofTe scales as the
square root of rf power. Therefore our existing 10 kW trans-
mitter should increaseTe shown in Fig. 9 by a factor 5–6
over the 300 W case shown in Fig. 9. The elevated tempera-
ture lingers during an afterglow, when there is no rf to con-
fuse the experimental interpretation.

In a collisionless regime andb.me/mi. Ricci et al.,
have shown that magnetic reconnection signaturesssuch as
the patterns of the electron density and of the out-of-plane
magnetic fieldd are strongly influenced by the plasmab. One
key attribute of RSX is the ability to continuously adjust
plasmab from b!1 up tob<1 by varying the axial mag-
netic field, independent of the plasma and current density. In
future experiments, we will investigate the signatures of
magnetic reconnection by varying the axial guide field in a
collisionless regime. Moreover, experiments will be per-
formed at guide fieldB0z=1.5–2 kG, which would allow data
at bøme/mi <5310−4, where theoretical predictions indi-
cate that qualitatively different physics dominate the recon-
nection dynamics.24

A comprehensive understanding of the dynamics of flux
rope coalescence requires detailed 3D measurements at dif-
ferent axial positions along the device. These experiments
are presently ongoing and preliminary measurements at two
axial locations suggest that axial pressure gradient terms can
be significant in the generalized Ohm’s law.

V. SUMMARY

We presented first evidence of coalescence of magnetic
flux ropes in a collisional plasma and in the presence of a
strong guide field. Quasi-two-dimensional coalescence of

FIG. 8. sColor onlined False color images of two magnetic flux ropes in hydrogen plasma reveal helically twisted structuressb,cd. Times are given from the
start of the applied current drivest=0d. The silhouetted plasma guns in the foreground are outlined for early timessad. The viewing perspective of the fast
camerasrepresented by an eyed is schematically shown by a continuous line in the side and top views of the RSX device. For clarity, the viewing perspective
is artifically exaggerated in the figure. In the actual setup,u1<1.5°, u2<8°.

FIG. 9. Electron heating during a 300 W pulsessmall fraction of this was
actually coupled to the plasmad of rf power. The afterglow lasts over 20ms,
which allows a long rf free time interval with elevatedTe and Lundquist
number S.
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two parallel flux ropes and the development of three-
dimensional merged structures are observed and studied in
the RSX device.

During initial coalescence, a reconnection current sheet
with a reversed induced current forms between the two flux
ropes. The measured current sheet thickness is larger than the
electron skin depth but smaller than the ion skin depth. Fur-
thermore, the thickness does not vary for three different val-
ues of the strong external guide field. It is shown that the
geometry of the observed current sheet is consistent with the
Sweet–Parker model using a parallel Spitzer resistivity. The
flux ropes eventually become kink unstable due to increasing
current, and fast-gated camera images show the development
of three-dimensional merged structures.

Several experimental improvements can facilitate access
to more collisionless regimes and higher Lundquist numbers.
The linear geometry simplifies analysis, interpretation, and
modeling of experimental results. This capability allows us
to investigate the effects of the axial guide field on magnetic
reconnection.
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